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government’s guidance is “No mixing of
HELLO!
households indoors, apart from support
Myself (Helen) and Lydia welcome you to
bubbles.
the new edition of Clappertrappings. We
So, ringing will be restricted to a single
hope this finds you all well, although no
bell or ringing by members of the same
doubt, missing ringing and missing the
household, or the same support bubble.
people.
The Central Council guidance has been
I saw on FB a notification from someone
updated to reflect the latest changes.
who openly admitted they did not have a
And this update also has some more
life, because they were going through old
hopeful news for ringing when
bell ringing reports, specifically about the
restrictions ease. Can I encourage you to
lack of ringing.
The report had a
look out for more information on our
reference to ringing being allowed twice
website, which is updated regularly, or go
in 1942, while the ringing ban was in
direct to the CCCBR.
place, once on 15th November and once
on Christmas day, each for 3 hours! We
think that the first was after El Alamein,
NSACR
but not sure, and the second must have
Our AGM will take place online on
brought such joy to people hearing the
Saturday 5th December.
bells on Christmas day. Anyway, it was
something we didn’t know; not sure if you
Please note this is a change from the
do?
previously
advertised
date.
We hope you enjoy this winter edition,
and it comes with our best wishes for a
happy, healthy Christmas and new year,
Helen Thurstan, and Lydia Ernest,
Editors.

We will be using "Zoom" for the online
meeting which allows us all to see and
hear each other. (One to one help is
available with getting set up before the
meeting.)

CENTRAL COUNCIL
BUSINESS

If you intend to join, please take a look at
our events page on the website, where
you will find full details of what's
happening and how to get involved.

https://cccbr.org.uk
England comes out of lockdown this week
and enters the three tiers system.
Unfortunately, all towers in North
Staffordshire will be in Tier 3 where the

RINGING FOR THE QUEEN
Plans for the Platinum Jubilee celebration
of The Queen’s reign were unveiled for
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June 2022 and it is to be hoped that by
then we will be back to ringing well and
truly. The Queen who is 94, apparently
hopes that as many people as possible
across the UK will have the opportunity to
join the celebrations.

https://www.nsacr.org.uk/v2-activitygroup.php . Other successful RR practices
are also running within the Association for
various towers such as Alton and
Rolleston.

And that must include a celebratory ring!

As you know RR is a programme which
allows groups of bellringers to ring
together virtually by using a PC or other
ICT device. To complete the technological
ringing circle groups should also be linked
by using Zoom at the same time as RR.
The Zoom link allows us to see and hear
one another and chat between ringing.
Both Zoom and RR pose some technical
challenges: acoustic feedback, unstable
internet connection time-lag, and
unknown gremlins, but we are finding
ways of sorting these out. A great
advantage is that members can join over
any distance and friends from other
associations can ‘visit’ practices easily.

The Queen will have reigned for 70 years
on 6 February 2022, but plans are in place
to stage a series of events from 2-5 June.
Culture Secretary Oliver Dowden said it
would be a "truly historic moment" and
deserved a "celebration to remember".
He added it would "bring the entire
nation and the Commonwealth together."
The events will reflect the Queen's reign,
the longest of any British sovereign, and
her impact on the UK and the world since
her accession to the throne in 1952.

RINGING OUR WORLD

I join practices as often as I can but I
didn’t want this article to just be about
my experiences as RR presents us all with
a different perspective on a familiar
activity. So we need to hear from
experienced tower ringers, Tower
Captains and trainers, improvers and
newly recruited ringers. Therefore, I have
invited members to send their views,
thoughts, and discoveries as a result of
taking part in this new approach to our
activity, as no one, so far, is a RR ringer of

Zoom To: Treble’s Going in
Ringing Room!
An article by Lucy Naish
Thanks to Ian Slater (Wednesday) and
Chris Adams (Friday) weekly Ringing
Room (RR) Practices have been
established for the North Staffordshire
Association
since
the
summer
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long standing! As ever, we have lots to
learn from one another.

incredibly hard and count my places like
mad. As soon as there was any hiccup, I
would lose my place and fill any gap
thinking that it must be me to ring. With
practise I have become more used to it
and have started to "relax" a little more
and see what is going on a bit better.
Even bell methods are trickier especially if
a hand stroke gap is not left, as one
change rolls into another and it is easy to
become a bit mesmerised by the ropes! I
have tried Cambridge Minor and found
the dodges on the front quite hard to
follow. It made me realise how much I
rely on ropesight in the tower.

Additionally, I have included comments
from members of the Derbyshire
Association who often join Virtually Alton
and welcome me to their virtual practice
when I can attend.
Both Ian and Chris send out pre-practice
invitations each week. There are also
follow-up email comments on what took
place and aims for future practices. The
invitations are informal and encourage
members to attend at periods within the
time frame which suit their other
activities and/or ringing ambition. Later
on Wednesday evenings the ringing
becomes more demanding, as the
number of bells increase and the methods
become more complex. But this is good
to observe – like it is at monthly meetings.

I’ve loved our Wednesday sessions on
RingingRoom. I have really appreciated
the opportunity to get my head around
methods, the basics of how they work
and to be able to ring some without
having to worry about controlling a bell at
the same time. I’ve also really enjoyed
the social side of it, and the gentle
patience
and
wisdom of
more
experienced ringers, who have helped me
to learn. I really hope it continues until we
can ring together again!

Also, like monthly meetings – it’s keeping
us together!
Members’ Comments
The biggest loss is not being able to meet
together as a tower community for
services and practices on real bells.
However, thanks to RingingRoom:

The two main North Staffs groups have
different people in them. This changes
what we ring, just as it would in the real
tower.

We are managing to keep our tower
community together through virtual
ringing. We also have the opportunity to
see and speak with one another, and to
share our news and views. This contact
feels so important, during a time when
we are not able to meet in person. We
are all very much missing our routines of
practising and ringing together

Lots of people rock up to the practice
when they can and leave when it’s
appropriate for them. This is much less
difficult / embarrassing than in the real
tower.
I have enjoyed joining Ringing Room
sessions because, as you say, it keeps a
contact with other members. However, I

As an established ringer I initially found
RR quite difficult. I had to concentrate
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do feel that it has also given me a
completely new experience of ringing.
Rather than looking to follow the bell in
front, or thinking of speed, it has made
me think about the position I am in on
every row and listen to the bells in front
so that I press the space bar at the correct
time. It’s a different way of learning which
has a big advantage as we all learn in
different ways and the greater the
varieties of learning there are, the better.

acquaintances. We have managed to
share our practices with colleagues who
moved away from our area years ago,
which is amazing; we are also now able to
attend their practices, many miles away
but so close virtually, and to meet their
current band members. We have now
rung with Americans and Australians. An
international flavour is a great addition to
the mix.
Even the most competent and
knowledgeable tower bell ringer found
ringing rounds and call changes on
Ringing Room fairly challenging to begin
with.
As we have all progressed,
however, we have become gradually
more adept, and are able to enjoy those
inner bursts of pride felt through personal
improvement. It is wonderful to see an
individual who can ring and conduct 8Spliced Surprise Major in the tower,
beaming with pleasure at having
managed to call a successful touch of Bob
Minor on Ringing Room.

I have joined the Ringing Room practices
as I can see little opportunity for ringing
to restart. RR has improved and we have
adapted to it although I think we all suffer
the effects of 'lag' from time to time. It is
good to see ringers old and new and
people stepping up as hosts. People are
being inventive and ringing at all sorts of
times that traditional ringing would not
allow. It also provides the ability to ring
handbells and I have joined a small group
to learn to do this which is not something
I could commit to before. I think RR will
be around long after tower ringing is able
to restart as a means of teaching and
learning and for those who wish to
interact over longer distances or perhaps
can't leave the home.

Anyone who can ring the method can
easily “turn the tenor in” on
RingingRoom. Weight is simply not an
issue, although the added weight of yours
truly, due to no tower ringing being
coupled with extra eating, is another
discussion entirely.

Ringing room and Wednesday nights with
the North Staffs Association have been a
brilliant way into method ringing for me.
It is great being able to 'attend' from a
variety of places....including France. And
'meeting up' with people whilst
quarantined. Many thanks to everyone
who has developed the idea.

The verdict on the software? It has some
quirks but is good stuff. Congratulations
to the authors, Leland Paul Kusmer and
Bryn Marie Reinstadler, both ringers in
the Boston, Massachusetts area. An
astoundingly clear explanation of Ringing
appears in video on their website

We also can now ring with ringers from
further afield, be it old friends or new
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at https://ringingroom.com/about .
under 3 minutes!

In

I've found RingingRoom a useful tool to
learn to count places as opposed to
learning who to follow...whether I'll be
able to count and ring a bell at the end of
a 70ft rope at the same time remains to
be seen.

Worst of all, when the signal appears ok,
the striking can be minutely but
maddeningly inaccurate. An odd-struck
bell is a great challenge…love it, it feels as
if you are taming an animal…but an
inconsistently odd-struck space bar is
another creature entirely. Moreover, the
closer it is to being well-struck, just not
quite, the more soul destroying it
becomes, as fellow ringers just think
you’re just a bit of a poor striker, a
massive blow to one’s pride.

It would be nice to be able to change the
sound of the bells to imitate certain wellknown churches/cathedrals and also to
have a score out of 10 for each method
attempted to record progression as per
the Mobel app.
A selection
Comments

We are making the technology work for
us. We have even been able to have an
opportunity to go into a Zoom breakout
room for a private chat / explanation.
Comments from Members
Derbyshire Association

of

of

Hosts’

Feedback

These are sent by email to group
members following practices.
Thanks to everyone who came along last
night. In terms of start and finish time, it
worked quite well to start at 7:00 and
dedicate the first half hour to those who
are new to RR and to those who are new
to method ringing. If anyone has
something they want to try, feel free to
let me know, either on the night or
beforehand if it might need some prep.
See you next week.

the

To begin with I think we all felt very
nervous/self-conscious on the computer.
It was interesting how some people found
it trickier than others. Our Tower Captain
found it hard to begin but one member
who is over 80 managed really well. RR
has been good for keeping us in touch
although some of our members don't
wish to join. It keeps us thinking about
how to ring and is definitely better than
doing no ringing. We have all been on a
learning curve which must surely be good
for our brain cells! We also exchange
news (gossip) which we would not be
doing if we weren't meeting up regularly.
Our greatest success so far has been a
new recruit who had only rung plain hunt
on the tower bells. Last time she had
been given her homework and she rang
Bob Doubles inside for a plain course.
Definite progress.

Thank you for your input to the practice
last time. Everyone adapted quickly to the
‘space bar’ bell and we got quite a bit
further than I thought when planning the
practice. I suggest we try ringing
touches of
Plain
Bob
and
Grandsire this week and maybe try
a plain course of St Simons Doubles. We
did
have
some
echo/feedback
problems from those using two devices.
This happens because the microphone
on device one picks up the sound from
the speakers of device two. If you would
5

like help reducing to one, please give me
a ring or email. I look forward to ringing
with you next week.

There
we
are!
Well
virtually
anyway……Thanks to Chris and Ian at RR
practices we have fun ringing, focus on
new skills, see our friends and often have
a laugh. As a small person I get to ring the
seriously heavy bells without standing on
two boxes!

I want to have something to aim at in
terms of method ringing. Rhythm is
crucial to even bell methods, and to my
inexpert ear we didn't have a consistent
open hand-stroke lead. So even PB6
didn't go well. We should aim at being
able to ring a range of Surprise Minor
methods
and
provide
a
stable
environment for improvers to progress to
learning these methods. Obviously we
have the method skills, so I think it's just
about rope-time, or should that be spacebar time?

That’s right though. It’s no substitute for
being in the tower with those familiar
ropes and the occasional quirky bell which
those in the know manage to avoid. And
oh my do we miss their sound. One day
we will hear their full number ring
together again. But until then let’s keep
our Association spirit up and ring virtually
when we can at weekly practices and the
same opportunity is available at monthly
meetings too!

Odd-bell methods: We should be able to
get to touches of S7 within a month.
There are more than enough Stedman
ringers - we just have to get used to the
virtual tower. We managed a decent PC of
G7 last night. So I want to go via touches
of G7, maybe some Oxford 7 on the way
to S7.

With grateful thanks to Ian Slater and
Chris Adams the North Staffordshire RR
hosts, to members who have commented,
and to those who attend practices. Also
thanks to our friends Peter and Celia
Dickinson and Alison Maguire from the
Derbyshire
Association
for
their
fellowship and contribution.
For further thought…….how will these
shared experiences influence us? What
have we learned?

Experienced ringers generally find that
tower skills don't just translate to RR.
There is no momentum in a heavy bell to
set a speed, and ropesight is very
different. As Chris says, it's digital not
analogue. You can't see a rope coming,
only when it's arrived. I think we come to
depend much more on sound. But newer
ringers can find it much easier to get
started. Plain Hunt to Plain Bob Doubles
in a month is possible if there is a solid
support band.

When tower ringing is resumed how will
they influence teaching and learning?
How will having the opportunity to learn
methods/timing/places
in
RR
support improvers once back in the
tower?
How will established ringers and teachers
use this experience of the RR perspective
when they are back leading and teaching
in the tower?
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I really look forward to exploring these
questions in a future collaborative article.

October, sometimes on three and
sometimes on four, depending on
whether there was a couple in the band.
By the fifth time, we had included nine
members of the band. Elevation to tier 2
meant ringing was no longer possible, so
lockdown soon after made no difference.
But, in common with a large number of
other bands, we tolled the tenor on
Remembrance Sunday, which was much
appreciated by the wreath-laying group.

Lucy Naish, The Keep Trying Ringer
And as a follow up to the article above,
we had an email conversation with Jill
Rogers, ringer at St James, Barton under
Needwood. She asked us to mention in
Clappertrappings that Ian Slater's Ringing
Room practice is brilliant. So, we thought
we’d let her tell you herself:

On Friday October 23rd I spent a very
interesting couple of hours with Bill
Hibbert, a ringer who does research into
bell tuning. He has software which can
decompose the complex wave form of the
sound of a bell into its component parts,
which enables the harmonics of the bell
to be identified. Modern bell tuning, with
all the harmonics aligned in a pleasing
way, was not fully understood until the
last decade of the nineteenth century,
although before that a few founders
managed to get close. One of these was
William Dobson, who cast three bells for
Keele in 1829, having cast a complete six
for Burslem the previous year. Bill is
particularly interested in Dobson, and was
pleased to be able to arrange to visit
Burslem. The tower has structural
problems which prevent the bells from
being rung and the ropes have been
removed, but swinging the clapper by
hand is sufficient to make recording
possible. We then went to Keele, where
the bells can be sounded from the ringing
chamber, and finally to Woodlands where
Bill recorded our ring of eight bells and
also some additional ones which I have
collected. Bill’s results were interesting
but not all that surprising. Burslem bells,
which have not been tuned since they
were installed, are indeed very good, and
the bells at Keele, which were tuned in

“I find it scary because I don't want to
mess up but equally Ian is a great ringing
master and keeps it very non-threatening.
I would love to ring longer but the
evening is the same night as the Barton
under Needwood Ringing Room practice
so I can't.
“It is amazing that after six months we are
ringing quite challenging things and six
months ago just rounds was a seriously
impossible activity.
“Thank you Ian and all the other good
ringers who join in like Chris Adams and
Geoff and Alan Faiers (not North Staffs
but he used to ring at Rolleston) that keep
the dodgy ones like me improving.
I also "Zoom" to Rolleston on a Thursday
which is where I met Ian and learned
about the practice. I loved the sound of
muffled ringing that we tried last
Wednesday, 11th November!”
Jill Rogers - Barton under Needwood

NEWS FROM THE TOWERS
News from Keele 4 - Phil Gay
We continued to ring for the fortnightly
services throughout September and
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1956, are also good. The sound we hear
from small bells is dominated by the hum
note, which in a well-tuned bell is two
octaves below the nominal. The
Woodlands eight have hum notes which
are very well aligned, and the major
discrepancies in the nominals of the front
five are not apparent. The additional bells
were a mixed bag. Several years ago
Matthew Higby managed to produce a
tuned six from bells I had collected, but
everyone who heard them agreed that
the tenor was not quite right. It turned
out to be almost half a semitone sharp of
what it should be, and not capable of
further tuning, and the treble is also
rather sharp. But I have a plan to discard
the tenor and turn the front five into a six,
which requires the replacement of the old
third by a bell which is a semitone
sharper. It turns out I have a bell which
can be tuned to achieve this, and the
sharp treble can also be tuned down. But
so far there is no new treble to augment
the five to what is potentially a very good
six.

St Michael
Stone

and

St

Wulfad,

Lizanne Pettit – Tower
Correspondent
Here we are again, in Lockdown Part 2. I
should like to make this more upbeat
than the last time. It is different. At least I
was prepared and have my toilet rolls in
stock! The days are shorter and not as
warm but at least Strictly Come Dancing
has brought some sunlight into my home
in the evenings.
Since March, we have continued to meet
up every Thursday via Zoom. The Ringing
Room still features but we don’t appear
to be getting far further forward,
however, this week the more experienced
members had a jolly good go at Steadman
Doubles. Well done! We continue with
quizzes, many of them themed. James
Went sets the bar high, being able to
identify nearly all the churches in
Staffordshire.
Like most towers we did ring, when
permitted and it did feel so good. Some
of us had to quickly relearn how to reset
the bells at backstroke so that they
remain up for the duration. We did also
manage to ring for the odd wedding, one
of which was rearranged at the last
minute to enable the maximum number
of guests before the rules changed. Even
though they were not the full set of bells
being
rung,
the
couples
and
congregations have been so appreciative.

For several weeks there was ringing at
Madeley at a time which allowed me to
ring there before going on to Keele, but
then there was a change of time which
made that impossible. But the new
arrangement has been overtaken by
lockdown. A new vicar of Madeley and
Betley has just been appointed, and he
will be arriving in the New Year. I wonder
if we will be able to ring for his induction.
Having rung in the garage every Sunday
since March, we had a break caused by
Ro’s wobbly wrists and a serious stiffropes outbreak, but both have now
improved and on November 22nd we rang
again, possibly the only tower in England
to do so.

As far as members go, Glenda Rowley has
not returned to ring yet, but she always
supported us and we caught up with her
prior to the Sunday services. Jenny Beech
also has been sorely missed as she is busy
with the grandchildren. Unfortunately, we
have had to say goodbye to Alex Godon,
as he is unable to continue to ring. Since
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joining us, he has been so enthusiastic,
committed, and proactive in necessary
repair and maintenance work that he
leaves a big hole in the band. Healthwise, I believe we are all well, although
Lol Barnes did test positive for Covid-19
and had to self-isolate. Thankfully, she is
back to her usual self.

Landlord of the Talbot Inn having been
warned that we were coming.) Poppy
and I met the Headmaster of Cheadle
Primary School along with both 7 year-old
Mary and Joseph, with many other
children at around 5.30pm, and off we
set. Mary rode on Poppy with Joseph
walking alongside and the children
followed with lanterns; the headmaster
had a tape recorder (shows how long ago
it was….) and the children were singing as
we went through the town.

Christmas may not be the same as
previous years, but we can still celebrate.
I know there is an army of fantastic
people out there doing everything they
can to keep us safe and well. 2021 is not
that far away and I believe that now there
is a vaccine on the horizon things will
improve.

When we got to The Talbot Inn, Joseph
knocked on the door, the Landlord
opened and said that there was no room
at the Inn, but that they could stay in the
stable at the back (which was actually the
Parish Church. On we went to the stable.

Wishing everyone a safe, healthy, and
merry Christmas and hoping that we all
meet up again soon in 2021.

A job for 'Poppy'.

Poppy and I left Mary and Joseph at the
‘stable’ (the school Carol Service) to the
sound of the children singing ‘Little
Donkey’ with the bells hanging from
Poppy’s collar jingling all the way home.

'Mary' & 'Joseph' with my donkey Poppy

St. Giles the Abbott, Cheadle

Cheadle, St Giles the Abbott –
Jim Plant, TC

I hope to be taking my donkey 'Frankie'
around town and up to Church this
Christmas with the same bells and the
same sound of jingling; the shame of it is,
this year there will be no singing.

At this time of year, before the pandemic
hit, and before H&S changed a lot of
things, I was asked to transport many a
Mary and Josephs around town and up to
Church. (I also transported a lot of
Santas, but that’s another story.)

Jackie Kent, TC - All Saints
Dilhorne

One such job was for my donkey ‘Poppy’
to take Mary with Joseph up to the
Church for the school Carol Service. (The

What’s been happening in the
Bell Tower!
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During the lifted restrictions our band of
ringers (6) met once a week outside in
one another’s gardens and had a bell
ringer’s picnic when Mrs C guided us
through the art of hand bell ringing.

vaccine), I am sure it won’t be too long
before we are back dinging our bells. In
the meantime……it’s back to Zoom!
Stay Safe and
Keep Well!
JK

Following the completion of the risk
assessment and guidance document and
purchasing PPE for our ringers, (gloves
and masks) we commenced ringing on the
17th July 2020 after each private prayer
session held on a Sunday morning.

Hoar
Cross
Derek
Giddins,
TC

All our ringers have been so enthusiastic
to return to ringing that on Saturday
mornings we have in accordance with our
guidance document held a practice
session using the simulator.
As
wonderful it is to use the simulator which
has helped enormously to build up our
confidence, our ringers could not wait to
start ring on open bells. Therefore, with
our Church Warden’s permission we held
our first practice night on open bells on
the 1st October 2020 which was fantastic.
Although ringing with gloves and masks
on made us a bit hot under the collar.
The praise we got from our villagers lifted
our confidence even more. They had
really missed the sound of our lovely bells
as had we.

-

Each
year
Hoar Cross sees around 30 weddings each
year as you can appreciate 2020 changed
all this but we managed two before lock
down in March and a further two
weddings in September and October.
With the size of the ringing room at HC
and distance between ropes when we
have rung the bells we are able to ring all
six. All of us have masks antibacterial gel
our hands stay on the same Bell, this with
the help of our neighbours from Abbot's
Bromley we have also managed to ring
after some of the Sunday services. Whilst
writing this we are in our second lock
down and looking forward to being able
to ring our bells.

What else

An invitation to readers

As further restrictions were lifted the
band began to ring for special occasions
such as VJ Day, Levison’s Wood’s Dad who
was in the army in Burma, the Princess
Royal’s 70th Birthday and most recently
we rang for our Blanche’s funeral; she
was a wonderful lady and member of All
Saints Church for many years.

I said earlier we are very grateful to
Abbot's Bromley for supporting us in
Sunday service ringing when they are
available. I would also like to extend the
invitation to you all. So when we are
allowed again to ring again if any of you
would like to come over to Hoar Cross
and ring our bells before or after the
10am service, then please contact me on
07732798641 or e-mail:

Sunday ringing recommenced before each
service, but as I write this article, it has
been suspended again due to Lockdown
2. With all the necessary RA and H&S in
place (and now the possibility of an early

derekgiddins27@gmail.com.
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Life
after
Swinging
Southwark
Cathedral,
Derek Giddins

nevertheless was the powerhouse behind
the new ring that was installed at St
Peter’s in 2008. He loved to hear the
bells. Sadly, for his family and friends, the
new ring that he was instrumental in
bringing to the Church and the village of
Caverswall were unable to be rung at his
funeral, because of COVID-19 restrictions.
Nevertheless, NSACR member Dave
Walklett saw him off with the tolling of
one bell on the way into and out of St
Peter’s.

in
by

No, it’s not what you are thinking! When
the bells and fittings came out in 2016 I
was very fortunate to be able to make a
donation for one of the old wheels which
were going to be replaced, we already
had a place in mind using it as a climbing
structure for a passion flower and
climbing rose on the side of my garage.
Both are doing well as you can see from
the photo. At this point I would like to
point out I am not a gardener, but very
much the apprentice.
I leave the
technical stuff to Gilly who has the green
fingers and who is very much a fan of
Monty Don.

Geoff wrote an article which featured on
the front page of Ringing World (No 5260,
February 17 2012 - above) describing the
project which not only included the
removal of the very unsafe bells in situ in
2004, but added a ringing platform, a
staircase up to it, and a beautiful glass
panel which allows the ringers to watch
the services. (No need for buzzers, or the
running of a Church Warden up a set of
stairs to tell ringers to start ringing for the
bride and groom as they exit the church –
the ringers at Caverswall see it all!)

Caverswall, St Peter’s:
Geoff Cartwright
Geoff Cartwright died in the late autumn
of 2020 and his funeral was at St Peter’s
Church, Caverswall on Wednesday, 25th
November. Geoff, never a bell ringer, but
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The full restoration project to restore 6
bells cost £70K, and all of that had to be
self-funded. That came about, thanks to
Geoff’s determination.
He involved
everyone, and indeed NSACR played their
part by donating funds, but also much
needed expertise. And in the end, it was
NSACR who trained the new band of bell
ringers, and who also rang the celebratory
peal of 2 hours 45 minutes; pictured L-R
with Geoff to the far left of the photo,
those ringers were, Tim Hine, Kath
Matheson, Phil Gay (back), Rosemary
Wright, Len Venables (back), Ray Daw (C)
at the invitation of Tim Beardmore, who
was TC at the time. As reported by Geoff
in RW it was “2h45m of excellent ringing”.
The peal was famous in part because it
was the first ring of 6 in the long history
of the Church.

The Tower Captain today, Margaret
Carnall, said: “the ringers of Caverswall
now owe an awful lot to Geoff’s hard
work and dedication to the project, which
has brought us so much joy since their
installation.”
There will be a celebratory Quarter Peal
hopefully being rung on 31st December
2021, when it is Geoff’s birthday, (with
champagne to finish off the job), and his
family and friends and bell ringers alike
can finally say farewell to Geoff in true
campanology style!
We look forward to recording that
momentous occasion in Clappertrappings.
Uttoxeter,
St
Mary’s
Bell
Ringers: Covid-19 an Up-Date
Paul
Griffiths
Correspondent

-

Tower

The Ringers at Uttoxeter have all been
keeping loosely in touch via phone calls
from Tower Captain Dennis Bennett and
chance meetings when we have been out
and about!
Myself and Dennis, suitably sanitised,
masked and socially distanced visited St
Mary’s on Wednesday 12th August having
been asked to ring a bell for VJ Day on
15th August. We found much to our
delight that one of the Church Wardens
had done a great job since lockdown
ended in cleaning the Tower Stairs from
top to bottom, removing a pigeon’s nest
and associated detritus, and constructing
a super new gate at the top of the tower
stairs, to prevent further ingress. (In the
Ringing Room we disposed of our
chocolates and sweets, well past their eat
by date, and made a note to ourselves to
do our own tidy and clean).

The villagers loved their new bells, many
of whom had been contributory in the
fund raising. The peal’s main aim was to
ring in tribute to Geoff who
masterminded the scheme to replace the
old 3-bell chime with a ring of 6, hung in a
new frame by TES Ltd, and dedicated by
the Bishop of Lichfield on 2nd November
2008. Kath Matheson rang the 2nd in
place of her father (Geoff Burton, Bell
Advisor to the DAC.) The inscription on
that bell is dedicated to her grandparents.
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cars and noisy motorcycles circled the
event throughout!
We have started to complete the Risk
Assessment that is required before we
can ask the other ringers if they feel safe
to return. However, given the confined
access, the nature of the exercise and the
fact that several of the bells ropes are less
than 1.5m apart, even to consider ringing
four of the eight is still very problematical
at this time, plus, and dare I say it, the
vulnerable age of several of the ringers!!
We know we are not alone with our
difficulties and will continue to keenly
follow the regular up-dates, advice and
guidance given by the Central Council of
Bell Ringers, but have made the decision
to review our situation in mid-September.

Photo Copyright Richard Holmes

While Dennis and I were in the Ringing
Room, and looking to a brighter future,
we installed a new clock in memory of
Norman Bailey
who passed
away
in
February,
which
his
wife,
Chris,
has presented
to us. We will
also
be
installing
a
plaque in his
memory, marking the major contribution
he made during his time as a member of
the Uttoxeter Band.

Up in the steeple we are pleased to report
that the bells and other ‘components’
appear to be none the worse for the 5month layover, apart from the belfry
lights which weren’t working and may
have been knocked out in that storm back
in June… or the previous night’s lightning
storm? See the dramatic June picture!
Dennis decided we would chime No3 for
VJ Day. As we can’t really see or hear
what’s happening round the War
Memorial from the Tower we asked the
Parade Organiser to telephone us when
they wanted us to start… but were told
that using a mobile phone was ‘not
appropriate’ to the ceremony. So ‘Dad’s
Army’ style we relied on hand signals
across from the Market Place, (great
opportunity for comic misinterpretation!)
‘a dash across the churchyard’ and a
‘don’t panic’ but start NOW shout as I
climbed the spiral stairs. The slight lull
may have added to the solemnity of the
proceedings for the attendees, though

POETRY CORNER
An Ode, Pam Ayres
The wonderful Pam Ayres...now 73 years
old, penned her latest ode ~ to
Coronavirus...
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I'm normally a social girl
I love to meet my mates
But lately with the virus here
We can't go out the gates
You see, we are the 'oldies' now
We need to stay inside
If they haven't seen us for a while
They'll think we've upped and died
They'll never know the things we did
Before we got this old
There wasn't any Facebook
So not everything was told
We may seem sweet old ladies
Who would never be uncouth
But we grew up in the 60s If you only knew the truth!
There was sex and drugs and rock 'n roll
The pill and miniskirts
We smoked, we drank, we partied
And were quite outrageous flirts.
Then we settled down, got married
And turned into someone's mum,
Somebody's wife, then nana,
Who on earth did we become?
We didn't mind the change of pace
Because our lives were full
But to bury us before we're dead
Is like a red rag to a bull!
So here you find me stuck inside
For four weeks, maybe more
I finally found myself again
Then I had to close the door!
It didn’t really bother me
I'd while away the hour
I'd bake for all the family
But I've got no flaming flour!
Now Netflix is just wonderful
I like a gutsy thriller
I'm swooning over Idris
Or some random sexy killer
At least I've got a stash of booze
For when I'm being idle
There's wine and whiskey, even gin
If I'm feeling suicidal!

So let's all drink to lockdown
To recovery and health
And hope this awful virus
Doesn't
decimate
our wealth
We'll all get
through the
crisis
And be back
to join our
mates!
Just hoping
I'm not far
too wide
To
fit
through the flaming gates!

GREEN FINGERED CHRIS
PRODUCES LOCKDOWN
LOVELIES
Now THOSE are what I call sunflowers….
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re-hanging in 1998, and I have rung at
numerous towers that have benefited
from the fund. Without these muchneeded funds our bells of Staffordshire
wouldn’t be in the condition they are
today.

FUND RAISING – Top Tips
A message from Trevor Lock

www.easyfundraising.org.uk
Earlier this year Lisa Horrit signed our BRF
(Bell Restoration Fund) to receive
donations
from
an
app
called
easyfundraising.co.uk. It simply connects
the fund to thousands of online retailers
who will donate a percentage of any
purchase made with them through the
app, and it doesn’t cost ‘you’ the
customer any extra money. Simply visit
www.easyfundraising.org.uk or search
‘easyfundrasing’ on the App store
(iPhone, iPad or iMac) or Google Play for
Androids. Sign up, selecting the North
Staffs BRF as your chosen charity.

So
please
sign
www.easyfundraising.org.uk

up

to

If you need any help or want to know
more contact me, Trevor Lock through:
www.thebellringers.org.uk

I have used it for a few months, so here
are some useful tips that I have found
along the way to maximise my donations.
Download the ‘Donation Reminder’ app.
If you use Chrome, Safari, Edge and
Firefox to browse the internet you can
download the Donation Reminder App;
this will ‘Pop up’ and remind you to
activate the donation. The Donation
reminder may not work with all browsers
so you will have to remember to go to
when making your purchases; you could
make this web address your home page. I
have downloaded the easyfundraising
App to my mobile and if I use my mobile
for shopping, I just use the App as a
shopping browser. This always captures
the donation. Sometimes if you spend a
long time browsing for the right product
the donation activation can ‘time out’. To
get around this problem I add my chosen
product to the online basket and then
pick the basket up on the easy fundraising
app. I will always be grateful for the
donation made by the BRF to Haughton’s

Chicken supreme in a cream and
mustard sauce.
Supreme of chicken is a chicken
breast with the bone in and skin
on. I use chicken breasts without
the skin.
Ingredients
100g pitted prunes or apricots
3tbsp brandy
1tbsp olive oil
2 Supreme of chicken or chicken breasts
25g butter
100g onion chopped
1 stick celery chopped into pieces
1tbsp plain flour
100ml dry cider or white wine
250ml chicken or vegetable stock
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1tbsp whole grain mustard
A few thyme sprigs, or use dried thyme
50ml double cream or crème fresh
Set oven at 160o gas 4
Method
Soak the prunes or apricots in the brandy
until the brandy is completely absorbed.
Chocolate & Sweet Quiz

Heat the oil in a pan and brown the
chicken pieces, on both sides, transfer to
kitchen paper.

Clue
Planet
Wobbly Infants
A Ship
Country Feast
Subject
Luggage Feline
Screaming Lips
Scrooge’s Favourites
Five a Day Colours
Feline Drinking Place
Robert Herbs
Before Nine
Lots & Lots & Lots
Far Far Away
Coin Drinking Place
Small Wave
Freezing Cold Herbs
Air Head
Pair
Mouthy Cork
Race
Silently
City or Dog
Spin
Small Meal
VehicleARainCoat
Evil
Dating Agencies
Occult
Fizzy Citrus
Wise Guys

Add the butter to the pan and fry the
onion and celery, cook until soft, add the
flour. And stir with a wooden spoon, then
gradually add the cider/wine and the
stock. Cook, stirring until the sauce
thickens.
Stir in the mustard and thyme,
cream/crème
fresh
and
the
prunes/apricot together with any residue
liquid.
Transfer to a pot, add the chicken, cover
with a lid, and put into a pre heated oven,
160oC, cooking for approximately 1
hour, until the chicken is cooked
thoroughly.
Serve with your chosen vegetables and
chateau potatoes.
For the Chateau potatoes:
Peel potatoes and cut into chunks as for
roast potatoes;
Put a knob of butter and a drizzle of oil,
heat, add the potatoes and toss in the
butter and oil; keep tossing until the
potatoes are nicely browned all over.
Cover with a lid and transfer to the oven.
Cook for approximately 1 hour, tossing
occasionally. Cook until soft.
Enjoy and happy Christmas everyone,
Margaret
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Answer
Mars Bar

Food Quiz
Harbour
Saran’s riders
Dark red
A virgin from Cardiff
Money
A load of rubbish
Whinge
An oriental arrest
Underground
rhythm
Jaspers long orange
one
Get in a sticky mess
……I’ve shrunk the
kids
The poor boy has
measles
Eaten by a bat out of
hell
Sybil’s
faulty
partners
In a right citrus mess
Christian fruits
Could be a thick fog
Gorge in Somerset
Snake haired South
African runner
Men used to wear a
piece of this
Laurie had it with
Rosie
South
American
lunatic
You should eat it all
A piece of Greek
island salad
Germany mayor is a
bad actor
Overheated canine
Skimmed lacks it
Baldric’s favourite
veg
Over cooked coward
A hot and cold
ingredient

EVENTS
1
629
57
57
5
5
4
78
8

All information in more detail can be
found on our website.
https://www.nsacr.org.uk/

One we can’t miss however….

6
3
5
75
44
5
46
45
34
7
10
1

FURTHER INFORMATION
5
63
1
1
9
33
5
6
57
66

For Corona-Virus updates go to:
https://cccbr.org.uk/coronavirus/

CONTACT EDITORS:
newsletter@nsacr.org.uk
And we wish you all a happy, peaceful,
joyous Christmas and new year, see you
all in 2021! Helen & Lydia

And now for something completely
different…..the 2020 phrases we now
can’t live without
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